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The half-billion dollar
campus

T

by brianna gurciullo and cory weinberg | News Editors

he University has spent
more than half a billion dollars building up the Foggy
Bottom Campus in the last
six years, and as cranes loom
over almost every block, the
construction costs are becoming a financial stressor.
After D.C. approved an expansive
campus plan in 2007, GW has erected and
renovated academic buildings, residence
halls and commercial properties, swelling
debt nearly 80 percent to about $1.4 billion
– slightly topping the University's endowment.
Development costs so far add up to
$571,850,000. GW’s perfect credit rating is
brushing up against trouble, with ratings
agency Standard & Poor ’s cautioning that
the borrowing is tipping the University's
balance between revenue and costs.
S&P pointed
to the debt load
funding
those
capital
projects, as well as
the
increasing
amount of interest
payments
and
spending
to fix buildings’
wear and tear, as
putting its credit
rating
“under
lou katz
pressure in the
Executive Vice President and Treasurer
future.”
“We
could
consider a negative outlook or lower rating” if those metrics don’t improve, the
January S&P report read.
But administrators maintain that the
growth and debt – fueled by low interest
rates and lower construction costs in the
wake of the financial crisis – are investments to draw in higher-caliber students
and professors.
GW has started or completed construction on about one-third of the two million
square feet drawn up in the two-decade
campus plan just six years ago. Eight projects are currently in the works, with construction on the massive "superdorm" starting this summer and the eight-story Science
and Engineering Hall reaching its highest
point this fall.
What comes next, administrators hope,
is a decade of transformation. They see

"I guarantee you:
We’re not just
gonna stop where
we are now."

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY samuel klein | contributing photo editor

The $275 million Science and Engineering Hall is the largest project that has been
announced as part of GW's 20-year campus plan. The plan comprises 2 million square feet.

the science buildings and "superdorm"
contributing to a more inviting, academically rigorous and research-heavy university, especially in the hard sciences, public
health and engineering. While Executive
Vice President and Treasurer Lou Katz said
GW would not announce any new projects
in the next year, there are 10 major projects
left in the pipeline for the next 14 years of
GW's campus plan.
The University must receive approval
for 70 percent of the square footage in the
plan by 2027, or it must resubmit its building plans – putting the pressure on for more
growth.
“I guarantee you: We’re not just gonna
stop where we are now,” Katz said.

Buildings pile up, debt piles on
To sustain future growth, GW has
grown its fundraising base and enrolled
more graduate, online and international
students who often pay the full sticker
price of tuition.
For the first time last fiscal year, the University’s debt piled up past its $1.3 billion
endowment – an intentional accumulation
that will continue to fund more than half of
what GW spends on construction projects
through 2016, according to last year ’s capital budget.
The spending patterns provoked S&P
to warn GW of its shrinking net revenue,
which is also funding increased financial
aid and faculty salaries.
Last summer, the University was
grouped in with 29 percent of other universities nationwide that are on an “unsustainable financial path,” according to a
report by Bain & Company. The report also
listed higher education titans like Duke
and Georgetown universities as financially
troubled, based on the change in institutions’ assets compared to their liabilities.
“Many institutions have operated on
the assumption that the more they build,
spend, diversify and expand, the more they
will persist and prosper. But instead, the
opposite has happened: Institutions have
become overleveraged,” the Bain report
read.
Donald Parsons, an economics professor and member of the Faculty Senate, has
consistently raised skepticism about the
University’s financial plans on construction
projects. He said GW has used low interest
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'Manouch'
accused
of sexual
abuse

GW struggles to move
past tuition reliance
by cory weinberg
Campus News Editor

Popular hot dog,
pretzel vendor
denies wrong-doing

hatchet file photo

by brianna gurciullo
Assistant News Editor

Campus hot dog vendor Manouchehr Nava mans his stand outside the Marvin
Center on 21st Street. He was accused of sexual abuse last week.

The Metropolitan Police Department is investigating a sexual abuse
allegation brought against the hot
dog vendor who famously serves
late-night snacks on 21st Street.
A 19-year-old woman said Manouchehr Nava, known to customers
as “Manouch,” hugged and kissed
her three times the night of April 20.
She said she was unsure whether
Nava touched her buttocks while
giving her a hug, according to MPD
documents.
MPD public information officer
Hugh Carew said the case was filed
as an allegation, and no arrest has
been made.
“It’s a misunderstanding,” Navar said Friday. “As far as I know, I
did nothing wrong.”

Nava has been a fixture on
campus for nearly three decades,
dishing out pretzels and hot dogs
on weekend nights where students can also grab a $5 pack of
cigarettes and order special "GW
sauce." His cart has remained
in the same spot even as the old
Tower Records on 21st Street
transformed into a CVS.

Nava, who is notoriously camera-shy, opens his stand Thursday
through Saturday nights outside
the Shops at 2000 Penn from about
9 p.m. to 4 a.m., even though D.C.
law restricts hours of operation for
mobile cart vendors to 1 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights.
–Colleen Murphy
contributed to this report.

The University depended on
tuition for about 62 percent of
revenue last fiscal year, an increase over the past four years
that heightens the urgency to
bolster endowment, research and
fundraising.
GW’s reliance on tuition revenue is second-highest among
the 14 schools GW calls its peers,
according to a Hatchet analysis.
Administrators will have little
progress to report to accreditors June 1, six years after they
cited this high dependency as the
greatest restriction to growth.
Executive Vice President and
Treasurer Lou Katz said because

What is tuition dependency?
Tuition dependency is the
percentage of GW's total revenue
that comes from net tuition and
fees. It is a key indicator of the
University's financial health used
by administrators, accreditors
and ratings agencies.
significantly growing the University's other financial resources will take decades, he expected
the lag time in weaning GW off
tuition dependence.
“Our tuition dependency
today isn’t materially different
than what it was five years ago.
Or, in fact, 10 years ago. And the
See TUITION: Page 5

"It's a misunderstanding...
As far as I know, I did nothing wrong."
Manouchehr Nava
Hot dog vendor
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Snapshot

IN Brief

GW may nix incomplete
marks from transcripts

–McKinley Kant

jordan emont | photo editor

More than 15,000 runners flocked Sunday to the inaugural Nike Women’s Half Marathon D.C. The course started and ended near the White House,
taking runners past the steps of the Capitol building, along the National Mall to the Potomac River and back to the heart of the city.

QUOTABLE

''

Faculty are contemplating a policy shift
that would remove the unwanted “incomplete” mark from transcripts of students who
do not complete a course.
For years, students have lamented the University’s policy on incomplete courses, which
applies when students withdraw from courses
for any reason – including due to medical concerns. Students often have to clarify the mark
on their transcripts to employers or graduate
school admissions officers because it comes
with no explanation.
The Faculty Senate’s educational policy
committee will consider the change this fall,
which would bring the University in line with
some its peer schools, including Boston University.
Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs
and Planning Forrest Maltzman, who called
for the review, said he has questioned the idea
of incompletes on transcripts, and has also
had conversations with associate deans scrutinizing the policy.
“One of the things I always want to do is
make sure we’re doing what helps our students out the most as they go forward and
present their transcripts and stuff to employers, other grad schools,” he said. “On the other
hand, I think we also want these transcripts to
accurately reflect the record.”
Sophomore Megan Shah, who finished
several courses at home in California last year
for medical reasons, said the incomplete on
her transcript is often interpreted negatively.
Shah’s transcript shows the grades she received in her classes, but an ‘I’ is in front of
them.
“It does make me nervous,” Shah, an international affairs major, said. “I’ve already
had to explain this to employers. Because this
was due to a serious medical issue, I thought
my grades would be recorded like any other
semester.”
Provost Steven Lerman said the policy
change is best left up to faculty to decide.
“There are students who get incompletes because of illnesses or other
things. It’s not clear that employers understand that nuance,” Lerman said. “On
the other hand, there are cases that students get incompletes because they just
didn’t get the work done, and one could
argue that is at least useful information
to a potential employer.”
New York University students who
are unable to complete a course for a
good reason receive incompletes until
they make up the work. Boston University gives students up to a year to complete
coursework if they have a valid reason to
not complete the class on time.

When I would go to the admitted student days, pretty much
everyone talks about how much money they got and if they’re
going to ask for more and if they’re going to negotiate.

''

–Ella Gladman, incoming first-year law student
on students’ growing ability to negotiate aid packages with law schools.
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Ray LaHood

Finals Chalk-In

Human Trafficking

STEM Diversity

Join the U.S. Secretary of Transportation
for a discussion on international
cooperation and transportation.
1957 E St., State Room • 6:45 p.m.

Unwind from studying and
cover Kogan Plaza with art
and inspiration.
Kogan Plaza • 12:30 p.m.

Learn about the impact of human trafficking
in Russia, and find out how both sex and
labor trafficking affect the country.
1957 E St., Room 505 • 4 p.m.

Listen to a discussion on the lack of
women and other underrepresented
minorities in the STEM workforce.
1957 E St., Room 602 • 5 p.m.
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Gifts from Kuwait
tally $13 million
Former ambassador
helps grow ties to
Kuwait government
by mary ellen mcintire
Hatchet Staff Writer

Delaney Walsh | contributing photo editor

Applications to law school are plummeting around the country, and the GW Law School is holding off on releasing the number of students
who applied this year. That nationwide downturn is giving students an edge, allowing them to negotiate financial aid packages.

Law applicants negotiate for more aid

by Cory weinberg
Campus News Editor
The GW Law School is
negotiating financial aid with
accepted students, a new tactic
used in several top law schools
to improve yield rate as applications free fall by about 17
percent nationwide.
Competition among top
law schools has grown fiercer
to fill first-year classes, giving
students more power to leverage for bigger aid packages.
Some students said they have
had more luck bargaining at
GW than at other universities.
The shaky climate for legal
education is also keeping the
GW Law School, ranked No.
21 by U.S. News & World Report, from disclosing its own
application figures until the fall
because that information could
“impact our incoming class,”
law school spokeswoman Liz
Field said in an email. She added that this year's application

decline was “much less” than
the 17 percent national slump,
but would not elaborate.
Last year, GW disclosed its
application numbers in April,
and was about on par with the
national decline. Field said disclosing last year’s data was an
outlier, as “historically, the law
school has never released preliminary data regarding applications.” The official deadline
for first-year J.D. students to
submit their applications was
in March.
To turn those falling applications into a large enough
first-year class, the school has
turned to negotiating with students for aid. Field said the law
school’s experience negotiating
for tuition discounts “is comparable to other schools.” More
than half of GW law students
receive direct financial aid, the
vast majority of which stems
from the school’s $80 million
operating budget.
Senior Ella Gladman

Law school applications nationwide

picked GW Law School after
applying to a dozen others
over the past year, but her decision hinged on negotiation.
“When I would go to the
admitted student days, pretty
much everyone talks about
how much money they got
and if they’re going to ask for
more and if they’re going to negotiate,” Gladman, who plans
to study international or public
interest law, said.
For Gladman, the backand-forth began after GW offered her $10,000 a year, which
was less than what she got
from some others. But after
she asked for more financial
aid from the school – leveraging the higher offers from other
schools – GW hiked up its offer to $17,000, while others, like
University of Southern California Gould School of Law, held
their ground.
Across the country, law applicants now have “a bargaining chip,” said Kyle McEntee,
executive director of national
advocacy group Law School
Transparency. He said the phenomenon is new, picking up
particularly over the past year
as headlines blared word of
law schools’ struggles.
“The prospective students
are empowered by the news
coverage of the dropping applications and the expected
dropping enrollment,” McEntee said. “The school needs
them for the revenue.”
The prospects look bad
from about every angle. Nationally, the average debt load
for law graduates nationwide
has surpassed $100,000, and
just more than half earned full-

time legal jobs after graduation
last year.
Even at GW, where 81 percent of new graduates were
employed last year, the school
handed out $3 million to fund
short-term internships for more
than 100 former students.
McEntee said those
numbers could be used
by applicants as negotiating power, though schools
shouldn’t “claim some
moral high ground” by not
disclosing data.
“Students would like
to know whether they’re
in a position to negotiate
more for a larger tuition
discount,” he said. “If they
know that school is struggling to fill their class, and
they are comfortable with
the school, they’ll try to get
as much money out of them
as possible.”
Brian Tamanaha, a legal
profession expert and a law
professor at the Washington University in St. Louis
Law School, said there’s
not much law schools can
do about students comparing enrollment and financial aid information, especially on forums and info
hubs like LawSchoolNumbers.com.
“Every law school is
subject to what their competitors do. If a higher-up
school is struggling with
its enrollment target and
it fills its waitlist early in
the summer, it’ll be taking
away students that even
already paid their deposits elsewhere,” Tamanaha
said. “It’s very volatile.” u

A $4 million gift from
the Kuwaiti government
last week brought the total amount donated by the
Middle Eastern country to
the University to nearly $13
million – strong support
from a small country as GW
looks to globalize.
The Elliott School of
International Affairs has
forged a strong relationship
with Kuwait through former Ambassador Edward
Gnehm, whose position as a
professor for Gulf and Arabian Peninsula affairs is endowed by its government.
Gnehm, an alumnus and
former student government
leader, served as ambassador to Kuwait in the early
1990s when Iraq occupied
the country.
“In the Middle East, relationships are always very
personal. Friendships mean
a lot,” Gnehm said. “What
you do with and for people
mean a lot. The fact that I
was ambassador to Kuwait
during the time they were in
exile, it was sort of a highprofile part of the liberation, and it was something
they never forgot.”
The most recent donation in a series of gifts will
continue to provide funding
for the Institute for Middle
East Studies, as well as aid
graduate students. Donations have also supported
Gelman Library’s Middle
East and North Africa Research Center, created new
classes, strengthened existing programs and brought
speakers to campus.
Marc Lynch, director
of the Institute for Middle

East Studies, said the endowments from the Kuwaiti
government had helped the
institute develop Arabic
programs and hold a range
of programming events.
“[Gnehm] understands
the importance of educating young people to better
understand the Middle East
region and has supported
us in this endeavor,” Lynch
said in an email.
The University received
a $4.5 million endowment
from Kuwait in 2011, which
created the Middle East and
North Africa Research Center. It also received $1 million in 2008 and $3.4 million
in 2005.
Kuwait lies between
Iraq and Saudi Arabia and
has a population of 2.6 million people. Twelve students from the country are
enrolled at GW.
Current ambassador of
Kuwait Salem Al-Sabah presented the gift to Gnehm and
University President Steven
Knapp in D.C. earlier this
month, and they discussed
how to increase opportunities for students and faculty
members in both countries.
The Elliott School also
receives an endowment
from the Korea Foundation
of the Republic of Korea,
although Lynch said the relationship with Kuwait was
unique for the Institute of
Middle East Studies.
Gnehm said Kuwaiti
government leaders have
been eager to support the
institute over the years, often asking how they can
support the program.
“I often go back. I’ve
spoken there, I’ve hosted
them here. It’s a fairly normal relationship between
friends, really,” he said. “It
gives us a stability and we
aren’t really drawing that
from student tuition or others. We have this gift which
will enable us to support
our Middle East program,
so it’s very nice." u

Becky Crowder | senior staff photographer

Former Ambassador to Kuwait Edward Gnehm has strengthened the
University's ties to the small Middle Eastern country. He currently
serves as the director of GW's Middle East Policy Forum.

Eased rules to push more graduate student research Arrest
by Juliana tamayo
Hatchet Reporter
The University is trying to increase research
opportunities for graduate students by making
it easier for professors to
appoint them as project
assistants.
The move comes as
GW, in the midst of attempts to improve its research capabilities, tries
to shed outdated practices. Professors will be
able to appoint graduate
students as research assistants more informally,
removing much of the administrative process Provost Steven Lerman said
may have discouraged
faculty from working
with students in the past.
With fewer hiring
hurdles, Lerman said GW
would be “back in the
mainstream,” which he
added is crucial as GW
strives to become a major
research institution.
Currently,
faculty
members heading a research project must create
positions for assistants
through University Human Resources, categorizing potential research
assistants as employees
rather than students.
The process irked professors, with their frustration coming to a head at
a Faculty Senate meeting
earlier this month when
economics professor Anthony Yezer threatened to
pen a “nasty” resolution
if administrators did not
change the system. Lerman said then that he had
just finalized the changes
that would alleviate their
issues.

Starting in the fall,
appointments will be approved by the Office of the
Provost instead of human
resources, and the graduate students’ employment
will be contingent on their
status as a student.
The change could help
increase research efforts
at GW as the University
pours money into science
and engineering through
a new $275 million building that will increase the
number of research labs
on campus.
Last year, the University inched into the top
100 research institutions
in the National Science
Foundation's ranking. It
has still, however, had to
adjust processes that have
held its research back – for
instance, researchers have
been pushing for GW to
adopt updated software
that tracks research grants
year by year.
Vice President for Research Leo Chalupa said
the current system for
appointing research assistants – which he called
“archaic” – was the result
of years spent without a
close eye on research.
“Because we haven’t
been a major research
force, there are a number
of things like that just sort
of slipped through the
crack, and that needed to
be fixed,” Chalupa said.
Lerman said it was
difficult to tally the number of graduate students
conducting research with
faculty because most are
paid by outside organizations, like the National
Institutes of Health.
Creating
positions
for specific students will

marks 29th
hard drug
violation
by brianna gurciullo
Assistant News Editor

hatchet file photo

Vice President for Research Leo Chalupa worked with officials to remove red tape and spur
more faculty to hire research assistants. The provost's office will run the hiring process this
fall, instead of University Human Resources.

"We're treating these people as if they're just regular
employees, and therefore they have the same benefits structure
as people who would come here with the expectation they're
going to work here for 20 years."
Anthony yezer
Economics Professor

also help professors nab
grants, Yezer said. Organizations such as the NSF,
a major source of research
funding for GW, place
weight on grant applications that name the research assistants because
they are more complete
applications, he said.
Yezer added that the

change to consider research assistants as students instead of employees also was necessary
because they are hired for
a specific period of time,
while University employees are expected to work
for longer periods.
“We’re treating these
people as if they’re just

regular employees, and
therefore they have the
same benefits structure as
people who would come
here with the expectation
they’re going to work here
for 20 years. And again,
that’s not just appropriate,” Yezer said.
–Mary Ellen McIntire
contributed to this report

Metropolitan Police Department
officers arrested a student last week
for possession of cocaine, marijuana
and drug paraphernalia and intent to
distribute marijuana.
Violations for hard drugs – such
as cocaine, ecstasy and hallucinogens
– have skyrocketed by about 50 percent this year compared to the last,
according to the Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities. The arrest last week marks the 29th case
involving hard drugs this year.
A University Police officer was
performing a routine patrol in Mitchell Hall on April 22 when he smelled
a “strong odor of burnt marijuana in
the hallway” coming from the student’s room, according to MPD documents. The officer found him inside
the room smoking a “green, weedlike substance.”
House staff then conducted an
administrative search and found a
plastic tub and Ziploc bag containing weed, a Ragu jar covered in
residue and a gray pill filled with
cocaine.
Administrators also found drug
paraphernalia in the 21-year-old’s
room, including grinders, a digital
scale and an electronic smoking device. The report did not name the
student.
As of April 22, 13 students have
been charged with intent to distribute drugs this academic year. In the
last two years, 11 and 12 students, respectively, received intent to distribute charges. u
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The number of applications the law school received this year (p. 3).
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Staff Editorial

Requiem for
a college
education

The number of FIX-it requests reported across the University last semester How much
GW charges GWorld vendors per swipe and sales information for J street The stipulations of GW's contract with the J Street food provider Sodexo The cost of new electronic door locks for residence halls J Street's general manager declined to comment on
why workers' hours were cut The number of students who have transferred from the
University in the past five years The number of pets found in residence halls over the
past year The names of the six finalists for the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences
deanship The total sales numbers at the GW Bookstore The cost of Arena Stage partnership The names of all six Columbian College of Arts and Sciences deanship candidates
The feasibility of Student Association candidates' plans to overhaul campus security
How the
University Police
Department is
adaptHERE'S
WHY
IT
SHOULD
ing to an
increase
in the use of drugs other than marijuana on campus The funding model for the crosscontinental undergraduate program that will line GW with universities in France
and China Security changes across residence halls The number of FIXit resdents
internship grants How often University Police Department officers are sent off campus and how far they typically travel On-campus crimes logged in the past week

NO COMMENT.

I

t is easy to be fooled into thinking that the main purpose of a
college education is the acquisition of knowledge. I certainly
was fooled myself.
After all, I’ve been to class, listened to lectures and taken notes.
I've used those notes to study for
tests and write papers, on which
I was then graded to demonstrate
how much information I acquired.

THE UNIVERSITY WON'T TALK

Doug Cohen
Senior Columnist

The University has a habit of keeping information unEven after administrators came forward to disclose they
der lock and key, routinely declining to reveal budget break- had inflated admissions data for a decade, they still kept other
downs, crime and campus safety details and even documents information sealed. Officials claimed they did not document
that were once on the public record.
the audit of admissions data completed by an outside firm,
Of the last 22 issues, an alarming 19 opinions pages in- prompting questions about whether or not the number macluded a “What the University Won’t Talk About” feature, nipulation was malicious. The University also kept its top
highlighting cases in which GW declined to comment – all in admissions official out of the public eye, prohibiting her from
an effort to push back against the culture of secrecy that has answering questions about the mistakes her office made for
marked University President Steven Knapp’s administration. at least 10 years.
Each night before going to press, the opinions editors and
And the information lockdown reached a new level when
editor in chief look through correspondences between report- earlier this semester, the University refused to release its 990
ers and administrators or staffers to determine what ques- tax forms from the last decade – records that were once pubtions were left unanswered that issue. The
lic. A spokeswoman said the University is
unknown details range from crucial to
required to make three years of those
Of the 22 issues since only
simply bizarre.
records public. Accordingly, University
GW has declined to discuss security
have decided to release only what
the debut of the "What leaders
changes, the number of pets found in resiis required by law, and absolutely no more,
dence halls, the number of FixIt requests
if this data might be instrumental in
the University Won't Talk even
and the names of the six dean candidate
improving campus life.
finalists – just to name a few since Janu- About This Week" feature,
If the University commits itself to disary.
closing the bare minimum amount of inA decline to comment isn’t a sign that
the University answered formation, it will quickly lose the public’s
the information requested does not exist,
trust.
or that administrators do not know the
GW relies on flocks of people buying
all Hatchet inquiries for
answer. It means that information is being
into its future. The University needs appliactively withheld from the public.
cants, students, donors, alumni, faculty and
only three issues.
And this culture of secrecy is intoleremployees to believe it is on the right track
able.
with its academics, research, campus safety
Muzzling information only leaves students to draw their and financial decisions. Without this trust in place, the Uniown conclusions and assume the worst, which can have a versity cannot continue to move forward.
negative effect on the University – especially at a time when
By keeping the record books closed, the University might
GW has actively looked to polish its name through a rebrand- believe it shields itself from scrutiny. But this is misguided,
ing and advertising campaign.
and will only invite frustration and more questions. A policy
The University set a negative tone even as it tried to push of secrecy alienates people the University needs to help it
its new brand by refusing to disclose the cost of the rebrand- grow.
ing work, which was performed by outside firms. The secrecy
The “What the University Won’t Talk About” box will reprodded students to wonder just how much GW spent to buff main on the top of the opinions page. And it will continue to
up its image, instead of embracing its message.
have a place until this culture of covertness subsides. If that
The most blatant example of this lack of transparency openness happens soon, GW can make a leap toward becomcame at the University’s most vulnerable moment.
ing an institution we trust.

What the Boston attack
means for Muslim-Americans
As new details emerge about the
identities and motives of the Boston Marathon bombers, the Muslim-American
community will be under greater scrutiny than it has been at any period since
the 9/11 attacks.
And as an American-born Muslim, I
treasure the spirit of tolerance that allows
me to cultivate my passion for my faith
and pride for my country’s rich history
and culture. I have no doubt that it will
continue even if Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, the
surviving suspect of the Boston bombing,
attributes the cause of his violence to political Islamic ideology.
As the hunt for the Tsarnaev brothers
began, Muslims throughout the United
States not only prayed for the victims of
the bombings like the rest of the country, but they also hoped that the suspects
would not turn out to belong to their faith
community.
The situation leaves Muslims in this
country enduring backlash from a justifiably angry American public. But that
backlash – aimed at a group of people
who did nothing wrong – is unwarranted.
The Muslim-American community
cannot be subjected to generalizations.
It is multi-ethnic and socioeconomically
diverse. This diversity is clearly evident
on the streets of this campus, where Muslims come from various locations within
the U.S. and around the world. You may
see them eating at the halal food trucks
outside the library, or at Bobby’s Burger
Palace. They may wear hijabs – traditional Islamic headscarves that demonstrate
modesty – or shorts, because the weather
is getting warmer. Some may offer week-
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Op-ed
Fahad Ahsan
ly prayers in Miriam’s Kitchen on Friday
afternoon, and others may sleep in after
partying the night before.
Whether they wear Islam on their
sleeve or keep it within their heart, the
fact is that all Muslims at GW benefit
from the spirit of openness on campus.
How long will it take until the menace of extremism stops spreading chaos?
How long until the media’s portrayal of
Islam focuses on something other than
violence, intolerance and cultural decay?
The majority of the Muslims in this country hope the answer to these questions is
“soon.”
But in the meantime, I ask Muslims
who feel offended by negative narratives
about Islam to think about how blessed
we still are to be part of a country that
derives its strength from its tolerance and
inclusiveness. I also ask non-Muslims
who are fed up with radical elements of
the religion to recognize that radicalism
itself is not an epidemic in the Muslim
community, but rather a manifestation of
destructive ideas that have no place in the
mainstream.
I identify with all Americans regardless of their religion or ethnicity,
and I pray that as time passes, they
gradually view the Muslim community with the same tolerance.
–The writer is a sophomore in the
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences.

Letter to the editor

RHA financial abuse is shameful
I’m writing in response
to the article, “RHA accused
of abusing funds,” (April 25,
p. 1).
As a former Residence
Hall Association president, I
am appalled at the financial
abuse the current executive
board has committed in the
name of vanity. As an alumna,
I’m angry that undergraduate
money students like me will
be paying off for decades is so
thoughtlessly spent.
And as a former national
communications coordinator – the liaison for the RHA’s
regional and national groups
– I am gravely concerned that
this mismanagement has led
to talk of pulling the chapter’s charter, limiting attendance at national conferences
and reapportioning funds
from programs like Target
Takeover to other groups
that have no specific interest
in on-campus living.
The RHA is the only
group that specifically represents students who live in
University housing, which
fosters a sense of community
that you simply cannot get
when living off campus.
The RHA is also the oncampus advocacy organization that you go to when you
have concerns about construction noise around the
new whatever-GW-is-build-
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ing-next, or when 20 students
in your hall are all complaining about the same pest, electrical or plumbing issue. The
organization's job is to build
relationships with University
officials and plead students'
cases to the people with the
purse strings and the phone
extensions. It is an important
fixture of student life, and
should not be disbanded.
Tim Miller, director of the
Center for Student Engagement, is absolutely correct in
rejecting the ridiculous calls
for the charter pull, and for
supporting the RHA’s continued participation in national
conferences. To complement
that, the RHA needs to look
internally and consider more
mature leadership, consisting of students who understand that the RHA fund is
not a personal bank account
and that being president is a
full-time job.
I strongly recommend any
candidate thinks long and hard
about how this position will
run his or her life for the next
12 months. The on-campus
community certainly deserves
someone who appreciates this
commitment.
–Emily Naden, a 2004
graduate of the Columbian
College of Arts and Sciences,
was president of GW RHA from
2002-2003.

This ritual applies to nearly all
college students.
But don’t be fooled. The true
value of college lies in measuring up
what you don't know.
Throughout my first two years at
GW, I figured I was done with a subject
forever as soon as I finished a course.
Like a task list, I could check off legislative politics or American drama on
the list of topics I needed to learn, and
then move on to conquer the next subject without looking back.
But somewhere between immigration and the short story, I realized
this isn’t really how it works.
I became frustrated when I finished
classes with more questions than answers – without the sense of closure I
expected. It turned out that after a semester in a course, I was merely beginning to understand each topic.
But now, as I wrap up my final
courses as an undergraduate, I realize that was okay.
This recognition of my academic
ignorance has pushed me to continue
to think and learn. It inspired me to
continue to read about subjects outside
of the classroom, and to attend different lectures and events on campus.
It also taught me that you can
learn something from everyone – not
only a professor, but also a classmate
with different politics or a cab driver
who's taking you to Adams Morgan
on a Friday night. I make it a personal goal to try to talk to as many
people as possible, just to hear what
others have to say. You never know
what you can learn from a completely random conversation.
My time at college has made me
realize that what I know pales in
comparison to all that I still have to
learn. Too much information is waiting to be soaked up and too many
different perspectives are waiting to
be heard.
But the most important lessons are
anchored by our ignorance. So often
we do things in the moment that we
absolutely know to be correct because
we think we know all the answers. We
raise our hand in class to make a point
that we know is superior. We make a
decision regarding a friendship that we
know is right. Or we write a column in
The Hatchet and know that our point
of view is just.
But we don't know.
We look back the next day, or the
next month, or even the next year,
and find that we were completely
wrong – painful, humbling and embarrassing ly wrong.
I cannot count how many times
I've cringed when I looked back on a
decision I made over these past four
years. But I recognize that this is just an
inevitable and necessary part of growing older.
Of course, this might all sound
cliché to many. Yes, we can be ignorant, we make mistakes and misjudge certain things. Hasn’t this
been written about so many times?
Aren’t there hundreds of proverbs
about this?
But this isn’t cliché to me yet.
Those old sayings and proverbs didn’t
have any actual meaning until I went
through the painful process of learning
and experiencing college for myself.
It is easy to be fooled into thinking that the value of our time at
school is represented by the facts
that are contained in our brains.
Don’t be fooled. It is about so
much more than that. It is about the
pursuit of knowledge, and the understanding that we should always
continue to learn.
–The writer, a senior majoring in
political science, is a Hatchet senior
columnist and former contributing opinions
editor.
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PLAN
from p. 1
rates as a crutch, but they will
no longer be stabilized in the
coming years.
“The day’s going to come
when we aren’t going to have
zero interest rates," he said.
“Once the rates go up, as they
inevitably will, they’re going
to find that they’re in serious
trouble.”
The University plans to use
$37 million of its endowment
payout to fund the construction through 2016 – money
that could go toward operating costs like faculty salaries or
financial aid. It's also taken out
loans with fixed interest rates,
lowering its risk of having to
pay more in future years.
The next large projects will
likely be funded by a big jump
in research dollars or real estate
earnings, like the ones that the
University would take from the
office buildings it is expected to
redevelop on Pennsylvania Avenue, Katz said.
Katz called the spending
on capital projects “a balanced
approach,” and an investment
that will help the institution’s
academic and research stature.
Even the recession did not slow
GW, as Katz said cheaper contracts as a result of the construction slowdown actually accelerated the University's pace.
GW has also spun some formidable development moves,
especially now that it pulls in
$9.1 million annually in rent
money from The Avenue.
“You know – what we’re
trying to do is continue the
growth in our capability from a
financial perspective, and from
the use of campus perspective,
so that we have the ability to
do those things if it’s the right
opportunity and the institution
continues to grow,” Katz said.
Despite that, the University
has held onto its top credit rating and administrators have
no plans for additional debt,
at least through the next fiscal
year. The debt is cheap, as low
interest rates have made borrowing more appealing across
the country. The Universitywide committee to cut expenses, the Innovation Task Force,
has also helped find $34 million
in added revenue or slashed
costs since 2009.
The spending binge has
also avoided digging deeper
into students’ wallets. GW has
kept its fixed tuition on track,
as undergraduate tuition has
recently only increased steadily
for new students by about 3

samuel klein | contributing photo editor

The University currently has many campus development projects underway in the Foggy Bottom area. The Science and Engineering Hall is the most expensive property in GW history.

percent each year.
A national push

2

GW’s borrowing tendencies have also been mirrored
nationwide, as debt doubled
at the 281 private universities
rated by the credit ratings agency Moody’s between 2000 and
2011. Much of that has gone
into construction, as college
campus construction increased
threefold to 32.6 million square
feet between 1990 and 2008, according to a McGraw-Hill construction report.
Peer institutions like Duke
and New York universities have
also turned toward amassing
debt to fund projects, totaling
more than $2 billion each last
year, though those schools have
much larger endowments than
GW.
Some of that spending has
been to spruce up academic
facilities, but plenty has been
to fund new, upscale residence

halls, said David Jacobson, a
communications strategist for
Moody’s.
“Back when I went to
school, you were fine living
in a dorm with a communal
bathroom and a communal TV.
Students today, that won’t satisfy it for them,” he said. “They
need a private suite and Wi-Fi
access.”
But, Jacobson added, GW
earned its A1 rating because the
agency believes it reflects the
borrowing that has pervaded
higher education and will be
stable in the long term.
“When the recession hit, a
lot of universities scaled back
on their capital investments,
so with interest rates as low as
they are, there’s a pent-up demand that they have to catch
up to it,” Jacobson said.
A campus plan in bloom
The head of the campus
development office Alicia
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Knight spent her own college
years at GW 14 years ago, and
said the campus where she
lived would be unrecognizable to current students.
When Knight stepped off
the escalator of the Foggy Bottom Metro station as a student,
she saw a parking lot instead
of the GW Hospital. Around
campus, buildings like South
and Duqués halls did not yet
exist, and the Smith Center
looked “very, very different
than it is now,” said Knight,
who now steers construction
projects as the senior associate
vice president for operations.
“It’s hard to even compare,” she said about changes
to campus over the last decade
and a half.
Construction comes as the
University has aimed to elevate its prestige as a research
institution, attracting topnotch faculty and students and
developing a stronger focus on
scientific innovation. Knight

said the new 400,000-squarefoot Science and Engineering
Hall will offer an environment
to catalyze that effort.
“It’s not about the number of square feet. It’s about
what’s in the room and how
is it facilitating teaching,”
Knight said. “By being able to
renovate and put online new
spaces that better meet today’s
teaching and the way that students want to learn, I think, is
the role that I can play in helping that come to fruition.”
The University tacked on
a series of commitments to its
2007 Foggy Bottom Campus
Plan, including an enrollment
cap that limits GW’s urban
campus to 16,553 full-time or
full-time equivalent students,
part of an effort to make the
plan more appealing to permanent residents.
The University has also
highlighted its contributions to the local economy
to win over neighbors and

city agencies as it marches
through each stage of the
development process. GW
is the second largest private
employer in D.C., behind
Georgetown University, according to the Consortium of
Universities of the Washington Metropolitan Area.
The recent large-scale
campus projects come after
University President Stephen
Joel Trachtenberg elevated
GW’s reputation as a commuter school during his 19-year
tenure, building bigger, better
residence halls and academic
buildings like the Media and
Public Affairs building. His
predecessor, Lloyd Elliott,
ushered an era growth as well,
overseeing the construction of
Gelman Library and the Smith
Center.
But is this the largest construction boom of at least the
last two decades?
"By a long shot, " Katz
said. u

TUITION
from p. 1
truth of the matter is, unless
we get extremely fortunate,
our tuition dependency is
not gonna move significantly for many, many, many
years,” he said.
The University pulled
in nearly $570 million in
net student tuition and fees,
while counting about $1.01
million overall last fiscal
year. Standard & Poor's reported GW's tuition dependency as 62 percent in its
January report, taking gross
tuition revenue as a percentage of adjusted operating revenue.
That dependency, coupled with a relatively small
$1.3 billion endowment, has
perpetuated high tuition
and high debt.
It was a factor in GW's
price tag crossing $50,000
in 2008 to become the most
expensive college in the
nation, though it has since
dropped off that list. GW's
$1.4 billion debt slightly
tops its endowment.
Top universities like
Duke also pull in big money
from their research enterprises and investment returns from larger endowments – financial areas GW
is playing catch-up to bolster.
Katz stressed a holistic
approach, as the University has centered spending
on new faculty, research
buildings and financial aid
in order to improve. The
University has also brought
in more tuition revenue in
recent years by tapping
more graduate, online and
international students for
funds.
“We’re just aiming in
the right direction [to lower
tuition dependency], but at
the same time improving
the quality of the institution,” Katz said.
David Jacobson, a communications strategist for
Moody’s, said the credit
rating agency has a negative outlook of the entire
higher education sector
because universities have
come to rely too heavily on
tuition revenue in the face
of shrinking endowments.
“Traditionally, the ways
universities have brought in
more revenue is to continue
to increase tuition, and
there is now quite a bit of

hatchet file photo

Executive Vice President and Treasurer Lou Katz said the University's high
reliance on tuition funds will not ease for "many, many, many years."

pushback on what private
universities can charge for
some of this,” he said. “They
need to take several steps to
get incoming funds.”
GW is also more tuitiondependent than most peer
schools, as universities like
Boston and Tufts relied on
tuition for about 50 and 41
percent of their total revenue, respectively.
The University is above
par, however, when compared to private universities with top credit ratings,
and not just its peer schools.
Private universities that
earned an “A” rating from
S&P averaged 70 percent
tuition dependence.
Historically, GW’s high
tuition dependency partly
stemmed from lackluster
fundraising. As late as fiscal
year 2008, the University
ranked among the bottom
third of universities on a
Chronicle of Higher Education list breaking down
schools' operating budgets,

raising only $58.6 million
for the year.
Since then, the University has invested in its
fundraising arm by bulking
up staff and increasing its
number of alumni events.
Last fiscal year, it pulled in
$120 million, shattering records for the fifth year in a
row.
Mike Morsberger, vice
president of development
and alumni relations, said
his office is looking for
untapped donors to boost
fundraising efforts as it
lays the groundwork for a
comprehensive fundraising
campaign for the coming
years, lowering GW's tuition reliance.
“There’s a potential opportunity we have not fully
realized to get people giving
and involved. That’s why
I came here. The upside is
huge,” he said. “They’re
counting on philanthropy.”
–Chloé Sorvino
contributed to this report

Sports
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The number of games below .500
that the baseball team is after their
14-5 loss to JMU on Sunday.

2011
2010

The Colonials earned
the top seed in the conference tournament for
the third consecutive year.
Despite its high seeding,
GW could not come away
from the tournament with
the championship crown,
finishing second overall in
the A-10 Tournament.

GW was undefeated
in the A-10 this year,
winning the league
championship after
entering the tournament
seeded first. The
Colonials made the
program’s firstever trip to the
NCAA Championship, falling in the
first round to Duke. The team’s
success earned head coach Greg
Munoz 2011 A-10 Coach of the
Year honors.

2012

2013

The Colonials
fought through
tough league
play, a limited
roster and injury
to claim their
second straight
A-10 crown before
falling to Duke in the first
round of the NCAA tournament– for the second straight year.

The Colonials suffered
only two losses in their
final 12 matches, both to
new A-10 rival VCU. The Rams
gave GW their only conference
loss and went on to beat them in
the A-10 title game, preventing the
Colonials from a three-peat as A-10
Champions.
hatchet file photos

men's tennis atlantic 10 championship | vcu 4, gw 3

Colonials lose conference finals, three-peat to VCU
by JAKE DEITCHER
Hatchet Staff Writer
The men's tennis team
entered the final match of the
Atlantic 10 Championship in
an unfamiliar position: the underdog.
And all the pieces to an underdog story started to come
together Sunday. The foe?
VCU, the top seed in the tournament and the only team to
hand the Colonials an A-10 defeat this season. The script? A
comeback story, as GW clawed
back after being down 3-0.
But GW could not put the
finishing touches on a happy
ending, falling 4-3 in the season's biggest match.
"It was great that we were
able to fight back like that. The

boys performed at their best
and our energy and spirit were
at a high," head coach Greg
Munoz said. "I don't know if
the A-10 tournament has ever
had as intense of a match as
this one."
The Colonials began their
path to the A-10 title by defeating Richmond 5-0 Friday, and
then sweeping Charlotte 4-0
in Saturday's semifinals. It's
safe to say that GW came into
Sunday's conference final with
a lot of momentum.
The Rams snatched that
momentum, and the lead,
early on Sunday, winning the
first three singles matches of
the day and nearly seizing the
chance to sweep the Colonials.
GW, however, made a final
push in the three remaining

singles matches to tie the score
3-3.
Freshman Danil Zelenkov
was the first Colonial to topple
his opponent Saturday, falling
in his first set, but ultimately
persevering to take control
of the final sets to win at No.
3 singles, 3-6, 6-4, 6-1. Junior
Nikita Fomin also battled back
to win in three sets, once again
falling in the first set of his No.
1 singles match, but rebounding to win two hard-fought
sets. Fomin ended the match
on top, winning 4-6, 7-6, 7-6.
The final singles match
was No. 4 singles, where senior
Alex van Gils needed a win to
prevent VCU from taking the
title. He came through, prevailing in the closest match of
the day. Van Gils would win in

three sets, 7-6, 6-7, 7-5, to earn
the right for GW to fight for the
title in doubles play.
"When I saw that I was the
last singles player out there,
it was exciting because of the
support from my teammates
and the cheers," Van Gils said.
"There was a lot of pressure
but it was fun. Even with the
pressure, we played this team
tough before and we knew
that we are capable of beating
them."
GW couldn't keep the
momentum going into doubles play, though, as VCU regrouped and proved why they
were the No.1 seed during
doubles.
The Colonials fell in No.
3 doubles, 8-3, after senior
Leonardo Lapentti and partner

WATER POLO | BUCKNELL 7, gw 6

junior Victor Svensson could
not overcome the strong Rams
attack. With the No. 1 and No.
2 doubles matches still going,
GW would need to sweep both
matches to gain the necessary
doubles point for the title.
In the end, the No. 1 doubles pairing of van Gils and
junior Ulrik Thomsen couldn't
complete the comeback, falling 8-5, and securing the A-10
title for the Rams. The Rams'
victory in their first season as a
part of the A-10 ended the Colonials' attempt to earn a third
straight conference title.
"We couldn't keep it up
and pull through. I'm proud,
though. We knew the finals
would be hard but we played
well. This team has a lot of potential for the future," van Gils

said. "VCU is a great team and
makes the conference stronger
but it makes us have to work
harder. The guys will stick together though and be great
next year. They really want
this."
This season marks the
fourth straight season that the
Colonials have reached the
finals and ended the regular
season among the top of the
A-10 standings. Munoz said he
has witnessed steady improvement in play among the A-10
teams, with VCU already making a big impact.
"We have a target on VCU
now and we are going to work
to keep up with them," Munoz
said. "I think we are just a half
step away. We are right there
with them." u

BASEBALL | JMU 14, gw 5

Colonials end season with GW falls victim to roller
eighth place finish
coaster weekend, lose series
by sean hurd
Hatchet Reporter
After four hard-fought
matches this weekend at the
College Water Polo Association
Eastern Championships, the
GW women's water polo team
ended their season Sunday on a
somber note, dropping a tough
match to Bucknell 7-6.
The Colonials, who were
the seventh seed entering the
championships, closed out the
weekend in eighth place, posting a 1-3 record.
GW started off the weekend with strong play, beating
10th-seeded Gannon University by a score of 13-7 in the first
round of tournament play.
The teams traded goals
throughout the first half, with
Gannon leading 3-2 at the end
of the first quarter. The Golden Knights then took a 4-2 lead
early in the second before junior Allison Littlejohn scored
the final goal of the half at the
4:52 mark.
The Colonials returned
ready to compete in the second half, and eventually found
themselves with a one-point
lead heading into the fourth
quarter. GW was then ignited
by a score from All-Division
second team attacker Megan
Brolley, who started what
would end up being a six-goal
fourth quarter for the offense.
Brolley paced GW with
six points on four goals and
two assists, also adding a steal
and three ejections drawn. All
four of her goals came on the
counterattack.
All-Division
first team attacker Rachael
Bentley followed Brolley in
the fourth with a score of her
own, which accounted for one
of her two scores in the game.
Bentley matched her own single-season school record with
99 total points; she originally
set the mark in 2012.
Sophomore
goalkeeper
Chandler Vilander recorded
11 saves and held the Golden
Knights to just a single goal

scored in the entire fourth
quarter, cementing the 13-7
victory for the Colonials.
But it was an uphill climb
for the Colonials after Friday's
early win. In the pool against
GW for the second game of
the day was defending eastern
champion, Princeton University, who entered this year's
tournament as the number
two seed.
The Tigers immediately
pounced on the Colonials,
jumping out to a 6-0 lead and
never looking back.
By the end of the third
quarter, Princeton found
themselves sitting comfortably
with a 13-1 lead over a GW
team that struggled to find its
rhythm.
Juniors Erin Dickson, Brolley and sophomore Meagan
Moreland each scored for the
Colonials, but the team fell to
an overpowering Princeton
team by a score of 13-3
The Colonials felt much
more evenly matched Saturday when they squared off
against sixth-seeded Harvard
University.
The first three quarters of
the match were lopsided in favor of Harvard, who led 10-4,
but the Colonials attempted
a valiant comeback, chipping
away at the six-point hole they
had dug themselves.
After another early fourth
quarter score by Harvard,
the Colonials offense scored
five straight goals against the
Crimson, including three consecutive goals in the span of
just 55 seconds. Despite the
impressive scoring effort, the
Colonials simply ran out of
clock and fell to Harvard by a
final score of 11-9.
Rachael Bentley led the
Colonials with four goals and
seven points scored. With
seven points against the Crimson, Bentley topped her own
school record for points in a
season with 106, breaking the
record she matched against
Gannon on Friday. Bentley

also had three assists and three
ejections drawn.
Moreland's single assist in
the game gave her 39 total assists this year, which puts her
in a tie for third place on GW's
single-season assist record.
In what would be their
final match of the season, GW
battled eighth-seeded Bucknell for seventh place Sunday.
The Colonials and Bison had
already faced off three times
this season, with GW winning
all three matchups. But today
would be different.
A back-and-forth opening
half saw the teams alternate
the first six goals of the game.
The Colonials led 2-1 after
the first quarter, but the Bison
scored the final two goals of
the second, including one at
the buzzer, to take a 4-3 halftime lead. Bucknell scored the
lone tally of the third period to
go up 5-3 before GW's fourthquarter rally began.
Trailing
5-3,
Brolley
snapped the Colonials' scoreless drought of more than 17
minutes with her second goal
of the game at the 6:02 mark
of the fourth quarter. Brolley's
tally sparked a 3-0 run for the
Colonials, as Bentley tied the
game 41 seconds later. Brolley
then gave GW a 6-5 lead with
4:50 to play – the Colonials'
first advantage since early in
the second quarter.
With the game down to its
final seconds, and both teams
going back and forth trying
to cement the victory, it was
Bucknell who scored a manup goal with 42 seconds remaining to break a 6-6 tie and
defeat the Colonials, 7-6.
Brolley notched a hat trick
in the game and added two
ejections drawn, while Bentley
tallied five points on two goals
and three assists to go with a
pair of steals. She finished the
season with a school-record 61
assists and 111 points.
GW finished the season
16-17, its most wins in a season
since 2004. u

by BRENNAN MURRAY
Hatchet Staff Writer
There was no extra-inning
drama in Harrisonburg on Sunday, no nail-biting finish to cap
off the Colonials' final non-conference series of the season.
Nor was there a continuation of the solid pitching that
pushed GW to near victory in
game one and complete victory
in game two.
Instead, in game three, the
Colonials (16-28, 7-8 A-10) fell
with relative ease. By the time
Sunday's nine innings were
up, seven different pitchers had
taken to the mound for GW,
and as the final 14-5 score foreshadows, they found no answer
for a James Madison lineup that
never seemed to quiet down.
After a 12-5 trouncing of
UMBC on Wednesday, the Colonials appeared in good shape
to pick up some confidence
wins this weekend. But after
dropping a heartbreaking 12-inning first game and winning a
close second one, the Colonials
suffered a harsh blow at the
hands of the Dukes in the series
finale.
The notable drop-off in performance during the final game
perhaps symbolizes the inconsistencies of this year's squad,
a group whose overall record
now lies 10 games under .500.
This series also illustrates
how Gregg Ritchie approaches
non-conference series differently than conference ones.
On Sunday alone, Ritchie used
three freshman pinch hitters
and four freshman pitchers, a
method that he has rarely utilized during A-10 contests, but
more frequently in non-conference ones.
In the first half of the doubleheader on Sunday, GW's junior hurler Luke Staub stole the
show early on. Finishing with
six and two-thirds innings under his belt, Staub allowed three
runs and struck out four. Freshman Nolan Lodden knocked an
RBI single in the bottom of the
third, and the Colonials added
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Senior Derek Brown rounds third base during a game earlier this
season. The Colonials lost the weekend series versus JMU, two
games to one.

two more to make it 3-0 in the
bottom of the sixth.
Working towards a complete game shutout, Staub ran
into untimely difficulties in the
seventh. Three Dukes crossed
the plate before the inning ended, which knotted the game at
three apiece and eventually sent
the game into extras. GW's bats
– asleep since the sixth – failed
to plate the go-ahead run before
the Dukes slashed things open
with two runs in the 12th. The
Colonials fell without a whisper
in the bottom half of the inning,
and the game ended with JMU
up 5-3.
Game two of the doubleheader was essentially the
same as game one, without
the mistimed pitching woes.
Junior Aaron Weisberg went
five strong, allowing only two
runs. The bullpen took the reins
from there, as juniors Colin Milon and Craig LeJeune kept the
Dukes silent over the final three
frames.
Senior Ryan Hickey and
freshman Matthieu Robért each
knocked in two RBIs, providing
four of the five runs in the Colonials 5-2 victory.
It was as if game three
started where game one ended,
however, with JMU's sluggers

teeing off on GW pitching. The
Dukes totaled 14 runs on 17 hits,
and eight of their runs came in
the eighth inning alone. What
was a 5-4 GW lead in the sixth
turned into a blowout win for
JMU, thanks to their plating 10
runs in the final three innings.
Junior Owen Beightol extended his hit streak to 11 games
on Saturday before failing to
reach base at all on Sunday. The
stretch, during which Beightol
went 16 for 46 and batted .348,
was the longest streak for a GW
hitter this season.
Though singular bad
innings have hurt GW on
multiple occasions this season, Sunday's breakdown
painted an unsure picture
of a Colonials' team trying
to find some rhythm. Only
three untouched conference series remain on their
schedule, with 11 games
total remaining before the
playoffs.
Head
coach
Gregg
Ritchie declined to offer
a phone interview on his
team's performance this
weekend.
On Tuesday, the Colonials will host future A-10
rival George Mason at Barcroft Park. u
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Freshman Meghan Rico delivers a pitch to an opponent earlier this season. In Saturday's game against Dayton, Rico pitched two shutout innings and gave up one hit for GW to close out the doubleheader.

Martin leads softball to
series sweep of Dayton
by alex kist
Hatchet Reporter
For the first time in her career, junior Courtney Martin pitched a complete game shutout,
going all seven innings against the Dayton Flyers and holding them to just three hits.
That performance was good enough for a
solid day on the rubber. But she wasn't done.
Martin would maintain that shut out into
the first five innings of the second game of
the series, leading the way to a doubleheader
sweep for the Colonials.
"Oh my God, [Martin] did outstanding. She
did so well the first game. She just kept the hitters off balance," head coach Stacey Schramm
said.
Martin's dominance propelled GW into a
first-place tie with Saint Joseph's at the top of
the Atlantic 10 with four games left to play in
the season.
After splitting with La Salle (15-27, 3-15
A-10) in a doubleheader on Wednesday, GW
(25-18, 12-4 A-10) took the field to compete in a
quick two-game series against the Flyers (20-22,
10-9 A-10).
In the series opener, GW used strong offensive and defensive play to put away the Flyers,
capturing a 4-0 victory. Martin's fast pitches
and fixed concentration ruined any chance the
Flyers had of making it on the scoreboard.
A homerun and all four RBIs from senior
Autumn Taylor was enough on the offensive
side to support Martin for the win.
"It's [Taylor's] senior year, so she's trying to
go out with a bang," Schramm said. "She only
has a few games left and she's just working
hard like everyone else."
In the second game of the doubleheader,
a first-inning single to left field by sophomore
Samantha Dos Santos with the bases loaded
helped the Colonials get out to an early 1-0 lead
against Dayton.
But in the next two innings, GW could not

produce any runs. The Flyers easily handled
line drives, and with the additional strikeouts
thrown by Dayton freshman Emily Froment,
the Colonials failed to make it on base.
"Their pitcher did a good job. She had a
decent number of walks, and the players did
a good job of shutting our hitters down," Schramm said. "We were having good at-bats and
we were making her throw a lot of pitches,
but we just couldn't get anything going offensively in the game as far as stringing some hits
along."
Shaky pitching at the onset of the fourth
inning finally allowed the Colonials on base.
Freshman Carlee Gray scored on a walk from
senior Amanda Zakeri, and senior Tara Fogarty
singled to right field, leading to a second Dos
Santos run, and a 4-0 lead.
The Colonials then came out in the fifth inning and protected their lead with some strong
defense and insurance runs.
"Defensively we played really well. They
had a lot of fly outs and a lot of pop-ups off of
Courtney [Martin], so our kids were ready for
it. They executed everything we worked on in
practice everyday," Schramm said. "There was
really no stress and no worry today because I
always know defense can make the next play."
Martin started again for the Colonials during the second game, throwing another five
solid innings before being relieved by freshman
Meghan Rico, who allowed only one hit in the
final two innings to clinch the victory. Martin
pitched a total of 12 shutout innings over the
doubleheader.
The Colonials will take on non-conference
rival Georgetown on Tuesday, which Schramm
said could be practice for future A-10 matchups.
"I don't want to say we're looking beyond
Georgetown, but we're just shooting Georgetown as a way to prepare for next weekend in
our big conference games against Temple and
St. Joe's," Schramm said. u
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MERCHANTS PAGE
To place a display or classified advertisement, go to whatgwreads.com
or call (202) 994-7079
CLASSIFIEDS
STUDENT
HOUSING
1 B/R AT BONWIT
PLAZA
1 BR AT BONWIT
PLAZA 1 BLK GWU/
METRO. AVAIL
FM 8/16/2013.
RENT $1900 PM
SUITABLE FOR (2)
PERSONS. CALL
MARY
201-222-9161 Email
pirouzusa@aol.com

GWorld Merchants
To be included in this special
promotion, contact your sales
representative or call
(202) 994-7682.
Deadline fo Merchants page: Prior
Thursday, 4pm

Call now! – Limited
number of participants
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Get off your

BOTTOM

johnny Marr with Meredith Sheldon
9:30 Club
Monday, April 29, 7 p.m.
$20

H

free energy, deap valley
Rock n' Roll Hotel
Friday, May 3, doors 7 p.m.
$14

Tips
for business success
Persistence

from Crowdvance

Herman and Fox said they e-mailed one company weekly
for four months until it responded. That company is now a
Crowdvance sponsor.

Use your resources

The Office of Entrepreneurship and the GW School of
Business both provided mentors to the duo when they
were conceptualizing their business.

Rent an office, if you can

Located away from the din of campus, Crowdvance's office space was the "most logical expense" for the pair, who
said dorms and apartments are too much of a distraction.

Revise your first idea
sara wagner | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Senior Dylan Fox and sophomore Zach Herman, who co-founded the start-up Crowdvance, recently won a $15,000 award from an international
business competition. The online fundraising tool rewards donors with discounts and coupons.

When Crowdvance formed, it wasn't initially "values
based" and focused on benefiting the community, the very
qualities that helped it take first place at TCU.

Business success sparked by social values

by karolina ramos
Features Editor

Senior Dylan Fox and
sophomore Zach Herman,
who co-founded the startup
Crowdvance, recently won a
$15,000 award from an international business competition.
The online fundraising tool rewards donors with discounts
and coupons.
After sprouting in their
residence hall rooms, two students' startup has gained momentum, moving into a Foggy
Bottom office and sweeping
an international business competition.
Senior Dylan Fox and
sophomore Zach Herman's
company Crowdvance, an online fundraising tool designed

to help small organizations
reach independent donors,
picked up $15,000 last week at
the Texas Christian University
Values and Ventures Business
Plan Competition.
Crowdvance works with
various GW subscribers, including the club field hockey
team and improv comedy
troupe receSs, which each
raised more than $1,000 in
funding through the website.
"It's a way for small organizations to solicit direct donations so they don't have to
go to their roommates and say,
'Hey, do you want to buy a
box of Krispy Kreme donuts?'
That might work once, but it's
not sustainable," Fox, an economics major, said.
The company has caught

on in part because it forged
ties with big names, such as
online video streamer Hulu
and Time magazine. These
companies offer donors discounted items and exclusive
promotions per donation, like
savings on textbooks and concert tickets or free Hulu trials.
Since Crowdvance's inception in 2012, when it secured
third place at the GW Business Plan Competition, Herman and Fox said more than
100 university organizations
nationwide have requested to
sign up, including clubs from
the University of Michigan.
Crowdvance earns revenue by taking in 6.5 percent of
the funds organizations raise
on its site.
Now expanding off col-

lege campuses, and based
in a L Street office, Crowdvance recently partnered with
MetroBall, a D.C. organization
which aims to deter youth violence through participation in
basketball.
Herman said the group,
which has been centered in
D.C. for more than a decade,
raised upwards of $1,000 in
one week through their partnership.
"Even though they're living in that poorer area, they
still have the leverage now to
reach out to people and fundraise better on a much wider
scale," Herman, an international business major, said.
The duo said they remain
in frequent contact with GW's
Office of Entrepreneurship,

a connection that assisted
their national success as well
as their first-place win at the
competition.
Fox said he was grateful for the mentorship of the
entrepreneurship office, but
wished more courses on the
topic were accessible to nonbusiness students. Herman
said GW School of Business
students should be required to
take an entrepreneurship class
to acquire those skills.
The University has built
up its entrepreneurship offerings in recent years, creating
affinity housing options and
drawing record numbers to its
business plan competition.
"I know for a fact I
wouldn't be where I am right
now without GW. We're entre-

preneurs, we're always going
to seek out opportunities," Fox
said. "But I'd like it to not be
that only if you're a hardcore
entrepreneur and you find out
early what you want that you
get access to these opportunities."
On the precipice of graduation, Fox said he did not apply
to any jobs because he plans to
continue expanding Crowdvance, for which he and Herman already work full-time.
"It's doable. There's no secret formula to it, you just have
to not stop. If undergraduates
are interested in starting something, and they think there's
going to be these huge hurdles,
you have to apply energy and
passion to it and walls will
break down," Fox said. u

Profiling fashion's elite through new media
by karolina ramos and
olivia kantor
Hatchet Staff Writers
As a child, freshman Sydney Sadick marveled at the vintage clothing her grandmother
kept inside a cozy closet. Today,
she admires style from seats at
fashion shows.
Sadick, a journalism and
mass communication major, has
interviewed fashion icons like
legendary designers Oscar de
la Renta and Diane von Furstenberg through her blog called
StyleSolutions, which the New
York native founded at age 16.
The self-run website, which
has more than 500 posts and
was featured in the Huffington
Post, greets readers with images
of Sadick's fashion picks of the
season – she predicts brightly
colored clutches, in shades from
pastel to neon, will be "in" this
spring and summer. It also features interviews with fashion
figures like Kristin Cavallari
and images of her own daily
outfits readers can mimic themselves.
"Everyone says, 'Don't
judge a book by its cover.' But
everyone does. I think a lot
of people want to see how an
everyday-type girl or guy can
really put themselves together
and how they look more relatable," Sadick said.
Sadick's website compiles
colorful photos of her own ensembles, which showcase the
latest trends, with links for readers to buy the items themselves.
She also gives tips for making
the most out of quick jaunts to
fashion hotspots like New York
and Los Angeles, noting everything from the best shopping
venues to the best local bakery.
Her posts emphasize accessibility, focusing not only on
what looks are in style and why,
but how novice fashion enthusiasts can create high-end looks.
"To read about all these
trends in the magazines or a
high-power news source can
be intimidating because it's not
really broken down for the everyday reader," Sadick said. "If
they're going to look at what
Ivanka Trump is wearing for a
work interview, the likelihood
of it being affordable is very unlikely."
She also pays attention to
modernity – when Sadick observed fashion websites and
magazines opting for expansive
pictures over scrolls of text, she
inserted more images into her

desiree halpern | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Freshman fashion blogger Sydney Sadick has written more than 500
posts and has been featured in the Huffington Post and Boston Globe.

posts. When bloggers started
posting videos, Sadick followed
suit, giving readers an interactive tour of designer Nicole
Miller's studio.
She has tried to maintain
a keen awareness of new media techniques since a summer
course in the subject at Harvard
University inspired her to start
the blog.
Before her ventures in runway shows and designer studios, Sadick made a name for
herself by persistently reaching out to new designers, New
York celebrities and international fashion houses until
she could secure interviews.
Her first interview was an
impromptu chat with singer
Rihanna at a Barnes and Noble appearance.
"Just growing up and living in New York, I've always
been exposed to this industry.
My mom used to be a buyer
years ago for Macy's and Lord
&amp; Taylor, and I've always

gone through my grandma's
closet since I was really little,
looking through her vintage
clothing," Sadick said.
She will likely have to
manage the hardships of the
industry. Jeffrey Dagley of the
GW Career Center noted the
transitory nature of the fashion business, saying that fashion journalists must "be very
willing to suffer a lot of the
'hard knocks' of this industry
– intense competition, an extremely low success rate, and
constant, very rapid change."
Sadick currently writes
for the Huffington Post's
style section, and has landed
a summer internship with renowned stylist and designer
Rachel Zoe.
"I want a brand, I want a
book, I want a budget accessory line that really emulates my
personal style," Sadick said. "I
know my passions are fashion
and journalism, so as long as
I'm doing that, I'm set." u

